
As part of the passive design strategy, the 
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Different groups of people and programs 

have different climatic needs that the 
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systems incorporated within the design 

must be able to cool during summer and 
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A displacement ventilation system where 

treated air is provided through a raised 

floor has been used for circulation of 

treated air in the northern and eastern 

wings of the building where occupants 
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allows air to be stratified within the internal 

space where treated air is lower – closer 

to where building occupants function - 

and warmer air higher within the interior 
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allows for climatic control within small 

groups of occupants, thereby allowing 

the building occupants to have control 

over the amount of treated air they wish 
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In the southern wing of the building which 

is occupied sporadically and mostly at 

night, treated air is distributed though 
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adequate cross ventilation the width of 
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to facilitate cross ventilation the building 
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obstructions either allow air movement 

through openable windows or are not 

floor to ceiling height thereby allowing the 
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Adaptability

Cross Ventilation

prevailing afternoon
wind direction

windward side leeward side

cross ventilation facilitated through
larger openings on windwards side

thereby creating the jet effect

openable windows offset from one
another to ensure the mixing of air
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During summer months a series of heat 

pipe evacuated-tube solar collectors are 
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forms a closed system where individual 

tubes can be replaced without draining 

the entire system of its heat transferring 

liquid should one be damaged 
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to allow optimal functionality within the 
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effect is achieved through the rounded 

surface of the tube, allowing it to function 
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The warmed glycol is then used to transfer 

heat to a secondary closed system 

containing a solution of lithium bromide 

and water in a solar powered absorption 
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bromide is liberated from the solution 

through the application of heat after which 
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effect is then used to cool glycol in a 

third closed system encased within the 

ventilation ducts on the northern side of 
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roof through a series of four way split 
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indirect evaporative cooling by moving 

over copper extruded low fin tubes in the 

tertiary closed system from where it enters 

the building and is dispersed throughout 

the interior space with the use of twist outlet 
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office equipment and building occupants 

that causes it to rise due to the venturi 

effect from where it escapes through the 

atrium and is evacuated from the building 
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The southern wing, being inhabited for 

fewer hours of the day does not make 
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evaporative cooling caused by air moving 

over the closed glycol system encased 

in the southern ventilation intake ducts 

lowers the internal  temperature slightly 

after which it is distributed through ducts 

in the ceiling and is evacuated from the 
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 From the ventilation grills, heated air then 

enters a series of solar chimneys that are 

isolated from the habitable space and 

uses solar radiation through tinted glass 

to further heat the air thereby causing it to 
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As the temperature in the solar chimney 

increase throughout the day, air is 

exhausted faster causing fresh air intake 

through the ventilation ducts to increase 

to accommodate the pressure difference 
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system therefore increase throughout the day 
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Summer Systems
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During winter months the absorption chiller 
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liquid from the evacuated tube collectors 

are used to heat the tertiary closed 

system encased in the ducts directly after 

which cold air is heated by moving over 

the radiators and distributed to internal 

spaces in a similar fashion as in summer 
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Additionally trombe walls are incorporated 
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walls will be heated throughout the day 

and radiated into the building at a suitable 
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Winter Systems
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Ventilation ducts and solar chimneys are 

attached to the exterior of the building thereby 

reducing the amount of floor space lost to 

vertical ducts needed for distribution of treated 

air within the building and incorporating green 
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Steel construction has been used for external 

duct supports to keep the structure as light as 

possible and allow suspension from the side 
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extend to ground floor  to still allow the passage 

of cars to the basement and preventing ducts 

from diminishing the connection between the 
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parallel flange I beam bottom and top rails 
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channel section studs bolted to the top and 
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exterior grade Formica SolidCore and filled 
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A DuPont vapour barrier is inserted between 

the cladding and insulation to prevent 

vapour from moving into the building should 
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Ventilation ducts are connected to the 

structure by cutting back flanges of the 

top and bottom rail and fixing the webb to 

gusset plates welded to the steel channel 
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- beam being smaller than the channel it is 

connected to, the gusset plate closes the 

duct where connected to the channel and 

serves to prevent treated air from escaping 
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The ducts are topped with four way split 
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degrees to the prevailing wind direction as 

this orientation creates the highest pressure 

difference between windward and leeward 

sides and results in the highest duct speeds 
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still days, air supply is provided by low energy 

fans which turn off when adequate pressure 

difference has been created between intakes 

and exhaust points for the system to function 
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In order to decrease the experience of 

crowding and promote occupant comfort, 

high levels of natural light is allowed to 
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Natural light is maximised through floor to 

ceiling windows, curtain walls and celestory 

windows and controlled through the use of 

horisontal solar screens along the northern 
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Solar screens are fixed to gusset plates that 

are factory welded to the steel channel fixed 
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Ventilation Ducts Natural Light

SETA SKILLS LAB

SKILLS LAB
WAITING/
SPILLOUT
SPACE

0.58 CHROMADEK KLIPLOK froof
sheeting @25 degrees on 75x50x20x2

steel lipped channel purlins spaced
@ max 750 centres fixed with M16 bolts

to 65x50x6 steel angle cleat welded to
rafter with 4 BUBBLEFOIL D10 insulation

on Light Gauge Steel U Trusses
by VELA spaced @ max 1400 centres

on 110x10 flat steel wall plate with 4mm
galvanised roof ties built a min of 6

courses into brickwork

254x254x73 parallel flanged steel
H beam on 10 steel flat plate with
predrilled holes fixed to 440x440
concrete column with M12 U-bolt

diffused southern tlight winter shade cast by
neighbouring building

KLIPLOK profiled rpolycloser

6 galvanised steel flatplate
welded to cleat and fixed
to 50x40 steel unequal
legged angle with M6 bolt

OUTSIDE INSIDE

celestory window

41°

88.0°888

SINGLE
BEDROOM

SINGLE
BEDROOM

6 ARMOURPLATE
low E safety glass

255 pre stressed
in situ cast concrete slab

1.6 purpose made steel
solar screen factory welded
to 50x50x8 steel frame fixed
to gusset plate with M4 bolts

winter sun

summer sun
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     on northern facade
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Water
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area on the roof of the building as well as 
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filtered and stored in the basement from 
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Collected rainwater is distributed to 

restrooms, where it is used to re fill 

depleted water cisterns for the flushing 
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used, reduces   municipal water supply 
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of the year after which it is used to 

supplement the water provided by the 
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Material selection has been influenced by 

the context as well as material attributes 

and environmental considerations such 
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effect indicates the ability of high mass 

materials to radiate heat into a space 

at a later time when it is better suited 
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Material choice has therefore been 

made in order to promote identity within 

the area, further entopia and respond to 
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masonry walls for all northern facades as 

well as southern facades as determined 
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Masonry construction is used throughout 
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heat during the day and radiate stored 
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time lag of the flywheel effect, thereby 

increasing internal temperatures slightly 

during cooler evenings and preventing 

overheating of internal space during the 
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for the building envelope would result in a 
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leading to stored heat being radiated 

during the warmest part of the day when it 
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emissivity glass provides enhanced 

insulation to the glass facade in a single 
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air within the building to escape though the 

envelope while still allowing high levels of 

light transmission and visual connectivity to 
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southern facade of the building where 

heat gain due to the greenhouse effect will 
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western side of the building, where the sun 

is more severe, is protected by the screen 
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Both materials contributing to the main 

building envelope is manufactured locally 

thereby reducing energy consumption by 

lowering embodied energy attributed to 
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Contextual and environmental 
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Formica SolidCore has been specified for 
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material is a rigid, self supporting, lightweight 

laminated sheet with an acrylic overlay 
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Material selection

Building Envelope

Formica SolidCore
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material has been selected to contrast with 

other materials within the context, thereby 

accentuating green interventions within the 

building and is suitable for its application 

due to its lightweight nature, self supporting 
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have been considered during detailing of the 
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Additionally the material is manufactured 

locally thereby reducing embodied energy 
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Steel has been used for the construction 

of the screen, pergolas and shading 

devices to fit contextually and promote 
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Other metals such as Aluminium have been 

considered but it has been found that steel 
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Embodied energy density by mass for 
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Although aluminium is lighter and lower in 

maintenance, cost and embodied energy 

associated with aluminium renders it 

unsuitable when considering the amount 
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Light gauge steel U-trusses supplied by 

Vela have been used in preference to 
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numerous benefits and fits contextually 

where exposed due to the preference of 
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These trusses are fully recyclable, 

non combustible and galvanised in 

order to protect the material from the 
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are fabricated according to profiles 

needed and reduces the amount of 
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Timber is a natural resource with a 
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but is rarely recycled and needs to be 

transported fully assembled to site 
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lighter than timber thereby reducing 
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Light Gauge Steel Trusses

Steel
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Services are distributed vertically within 
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shafts contain wet services as well as 
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Electrical and information cables are 
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fibre cement sleeves to protect them 

from wet services should problems occur 

and to prevent disruption to information 

services due to the proximity of the 
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Pipes for the removal of black and grey 

water are included within the service 

shafts except for the northern wing where  

pipes are allowed to run down the external 
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hidden from public view by placing them 
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the internal space through access floors 
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access floor include electrical cables and 

information lines with electrical cables 

for lights being distributed through the 

ceiling as well as electrical supply and 

information lines where access floors are 
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Services
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Three staircases run the full height of the 
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The escape route from classrooms housed 

within the eastern wing  of the building 

allow for two options of escape with the 

south eastern fire escape end northern 
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Fixed hose reels are provided for every 
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In case of fire, smoke is evacuated from 

internal spaces through ventilation grills 

located within the atrium for the northern 

block and extract air grilles located within 

the ceiling of the southern wing from where 

it is evacuated through the celestory 
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Fire
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